
  23-24 February 1944  Ju188  3E+CK 2/KG6

Shot down by a 605 Squadron Mosquito intruder while landing at Chievres. 00.12 hrs. Ff: Lt Lenkeit - 
safe. Bs: Uffz Brabant and Bs: Fw Eder injured.

  23-24 February 1944  Ju88A-4   6/KG6

Crashed on take off for operations and believed shot down by a 603 Squadron Beaufighter at 
Beauchamps-Ligny Aerodrome, France. Ff: Lt Walter Petrasch 73172/192, Bo: Uffz Heinz Matz 
73172/253, Bf: Ogefr Norbert Cyron 73172/166 and Bs: Uffz Ludwig Mackel 73172/207 all killed.

   24-25 February 1944 Do217M Wn.56126                    U5+EL 3/KG2

Parsonage Lane, Westcott, Surrey. 21.56 hrs. 

Started from Evreux at 20.54 hrs to attack the ‘Hamburg’ area of London. Having just reached the target 
area, half the tail unit disappeared without warning or noise, the wireless operator taking a poor view of 
this, baled out. The observer remained in the aircraft a few minutes longer until he heard the pilot give 
the order to bale out. In this he was successful, and as he left the aircraft it went into a sudden dive and 
spin, the port engine breaking away. The aircraft crashed into an out-house, but there was no fire and 
under the circumstances was not very badly smashed.
At the time of the crash the aircraft had its navigation lights on. No cause for the crash could be ascertained 
from the wreckage. The aircraft was believed to have been shot down by a 29 Squadron Mosquito.

24-25 February
TargeT London

British Intelligence estimated the number of enemy aircraft operating over England to be 100. 
Bombs were scattered widely over South-East England. Figures for civilian fatalities this night 
vary greatly, but  are probably 75 killed and 183 seriously injured.

below:  Pilot of do217M 
u5+eL Lt Walter Kuttler 
who died in the crash at 
Parsonage Lane, Westcott.

below and opposite Page: 
The wreckage of Kuttler’s 
aircraft at Westcott, the 
cottage in the background 
had a lucky escape!
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Markings: U5+EL, E in yellow, L in grey. On the fin was a large white 3. Call sign 
CL+UA. The spinners had white noses. The upper surfaces and sides of the fuselage 
were a dull blue with black wavy lines superimposed. The undersides and sides of 
the fin and rudder were black.
Engines: DB603 A-2, starboard werke nummer 01600361 maker HST and port 
01600019 Maker HST.
Armament: four 500 kg and four 500 kg phosphorus incendiaries. One MG 131 in 
power operated turret, twin MG 81 forward firing from nose, One MG 81 lateral gun. 
Seven UX bombs were found with number 55 fuses and four Sprengbrand C 50 with 
number 55 fuses (Incendiary bombs).
The bodies of the pilot and flight engineer were found amongst the wreckage  
and bombs.
ID: 57358, AW: grey/blue,Fl.H.Kdtr.203/XII, 1/8/43, FP: L 37853c.
Ff: Lt Walter Kuttler EKII 57357/294 +. CC 1/432. 
Bo: Ogefr Georg Trunsberger EKII 57358/426 injured.
Bf: Ogefr Julius Schürgers EKII 57358/464 injured. 
Bm: Uffz Erwin Brieger EKII 57358/473 +. CC 1/431.

Air Intelligence found a note detailing the use of Düppel for the operation and that 
dropping was to commence when forty kilometres from the English Coast and one 
bundle was to be thrown out every thirty seconds. When the aircraft reached the London 
AA defences the dropping rate was to be increased to one bundle every five seconds.

   24-25 February 1944    Do217M Wn.722736              U5+CL 3/KG2

Willesborough, Ashford, Kent. 22.33 hrs.

The aircraft had reached its objective and released its bomb load. On returning from the attack on London 
while flying at 4,000 metres at a speed of 380 kph, the aircraft was caught by searchlights and hit by AA 
fire, then attacked by a Mosquito night fighter of 29 Squadron. Some two minutes later the starboard 
engine cut out and the tail unit broke away and the aircraft went into a dive. All four members of the crew 
succeeded in baling out and the aircraft crashed and was burned out.
Markings: U5+CL, C in black outlined in yellow. A large 3 was painted on the fin. Undersurfaces sprayed 
black while the upper surfaces were a greenish blue, mottled with black.
Engines: DB 603.
Armament: one ABB 1,000 and two ABB 500s. One MG 131 in dorsal turret, one MG 131 in free mounting 
in nose, two MG 81 lateral.
ID: 57359, AW: grey, A203/XII, 6/7/43, FP: -.

ogefr georg Trunsberger of 3/Kg2

This page and opposite: another 3/Kg2 do217 came down that night at 
Willesborough in Kent.  This time all the crew survived by parachute 
descent.  both 3/Kg2 do217s were noted as having a large white 3 painted 
on the fin, a quick recognition feature for the 3rd Staffel.
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Ff: Fw Werner Spiering EKI 57359/457 injured.
Bo: Fw Heinrich Bögeholz EKI 57359/440 injured.
Bf: Fw Martin Vogel EKI 57359/443 +. (25 February 1944) Folkestone, Kent.
Bm: Uffz Siegfried Erschwig EKI 57359/422 injured.

The crew had been together since July 1943 and had made twenty-one War Flights over England.

  24-25 February 1944 Ju188E-1 Wn.260359               U5+GN 5/KG2

Failed to return from operations against London. 
Took off from Coulommiers, France at 20.51 hrs. Ff: Ofw Albert Daxenberger, Bo: Uffz Rudolf Schmidt, 
Bf: Uffz Kurt Scheffler, Bs: Uffz Ernst Kwapis and Bs: Ogefr Georg Preissner all lost without trace.

   24-25 February 1944 Ju188E-1 Wn.260321              U5+GP 6/KG2

Queen’s Farm, Higham, Kent. 22.35 hrs. 

This aircraft was approaching the coast of Kent when a fire occurred in the tail unit. The wireless 
operator and flight engineer baled out and the aircraft crashed with the pilot, observer and gunner still 
on board. According to local reports, some cannon or MG fire was heard in the air shortly before the 
aircraft was seen to crash.
Markings:  G outlined in yellow.
Engines: BMW 801.
Armament: one MG 131 in dorsal turret, one MG 131 in rear dorsal ring mounting, twin MG 81 in 
ventral position. Belt loading of MG 131; two HE/T (night trace), one AP/T repeating. 7.9 mm loading; 
four AP, two AP/I, one AP/T repeating.
Equipment: Remains of torpedo dropping equipment was found in the wreckage.
ID: 58215, 57359, 57357 & 58209, AW: grey, Fl.H.Kdtr.A203/XII & blue, Fl.H.Kdtr.7/I, 8/9/42, FP: -.
Ff: Lt Friedrich-Wilhelm von Pawelsz 582125/205 +. CC 5/56.
Bo: Ogefr Bruno Schievelbein  57357/113 +. CC 5/57.
Bf: Uffz Michael Hofmockel 57357/121.  
Bm: Uffz Fritz Otto.  
Bs: Gefr Adalbert Thienian  57359/588 +. CC 5/55.

Believed to have been shot down by a 29 Squadron Mosquito.  The survivors were found to be well 
drilled in security and would not even give the names of their dead comrades.

right: The crew of Ju188 
u5+gP pose in front of a 
do217.  L-r,  a mechanic 
Hofmockel, Pawelsz, 
Schievelbein, Otto.

above and bottom right: 
The starboard wing and 
tail section of u5+gP at 
Queen’s Farm, Higham.

below: Wreckage from  
Ju188 u5+gP at Queen’s 
Farm, Higham.
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   24-25 February 1944    Ju88 A-4 Wn.710409                 3E+PS 8/KG6

Hale Farm, Lyewood Common, Withyham, Sussex. 21.58 hrs. 

This aircraft was attacked by a Mosquito night fighter of 29 Squadron from dead astern and crashed in 
flames into a small hollow and burnt out. The wireless operator and gunner baled out while the bodies 
of the pilot and observer were found in the wreckage.
Markings: 3E+PS, the P black outlined in red. Black underneath, sides of fuselage and top wing surfaces 
were olive green with greeny grey wavy lines superimposed. On the lower half of the fin and rudder the 
wavy lines were a blue grey. 
Engines: Jumo 211 J, starboard nr. 1041302931 maker JFS, port engine 3604.
Armament: none found.
Equipment: FuGe 10 P, FuGe 16, FuGe 101 A, FuB1 2F.
ID: 53564, AW: green, Fl.H.Kdtr.E13/XII, 8/11/42, FP: -.
Ff: Fw Gerhard Wutzig EKI 53564/156 +. CC 9/44.
Bo: Uffz Albert Hessmann EKI 53564/157 +. CC 9/44.
Bf: Uffz Eberhard Wulf EKI 53564/158 .
Bs: Ogefr Albert Gründler EKI 53564/159.

The pilot and observer held the Bronze War Flights Clasp.

This page and opposite: 
The burnt out remains 
of Ju88 3E+PS of 8/KG6 
which appears to have 
come down in a flat spin 
after being attacked by 
a 29 Squadron Mosquito 
over Sussex on 24/25 
February 1944.
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  24-25 February 1944    Ju88 Wn.550271               B3+CM 4/KG54

Crashed in France on return from operations. Ff: Uffz Willi Steckhan 67184/211, Bo: Ofw Heinrich Kneermann 
67412/217 and Bs: Uffz Richard Otte 60555/153 all killed. Bf: Uffz Werner Rüsch 53933/30 injured.

  24-25 February 1944 Ju88S-1 Wn.300623              Z6+MH 1/KG66

Shot down by a night fighter of 29 Squadron during operations against London 40 km north of Fècamp, 
France. Ff: Uffz Jurgen Schroiff, Bo: Uffz Werner Wiede and Bf: Uffz Herbert Höckendorf all lost 
without trace.

   24-25 February 1944   Ju188E-1 Wn.260185               Z6+HK 2/KG66

Great Streele Farm, Framfield, Sussex. 22.20 hrs. 

Started at about 19.30 hrs from Montdidier, France. This aircraft was one of about ten from the unit 
which were detailed for the operation. No definite target was given. Landfall made at Beachy Head at 
5,000 metres flying at 360 kph. The pilot flew to a point west of London, turned eastward and after 
releasing the bombs over London set a southerly course for home. When flying on a bearing of about 
150° at 5-6,000 metres the aircraft was caught in a cone of searchlights and in spite of evasive action 
taken, was attacked from the rear by a twin-engined night fighter; 29 Squadron Mosquito. Hits were 
received and the aircraft caught fire, the pilot giving the order to bale out. The tail unit disintegrated, 
the outer mainplanes broke up and the remainder of the aircraft span into the ground almost vertically 
and was burned out.
Markings: Call sign SO+YI.
Engines BMW 801 buried and burnt.
Armament: two 500 kg HE and ten 50 kg bombs. One MG 131 in dorsal turret, one MG 131 in rear 
dorsal position, twin MG 81 ventral.
It was noted that the leading edge of the fin was made of plywood doped over with fabric. It was also 
noted that the large dinghy contained yellow hooded capes made of rubberised fabric, almost identical 
to the British model. Düppel was used on this operation.
ID: 214535, 18 A.K.p.z.b.V.Ln.Regt.Obdl., 2A/Fl.A.R.71., 53578 & 65124, AW: blue/grey, FPN.38380 
Brussels, 2 January 1944, FP: L 38380 Brussels.
Ff: Uffz Ludwig Boetsch EKII injured.
Bo: Lt Hans-Heinrich Köthe +. CC 1/10.
Bf: Uffz Helmut Thomale EKII. injured.
1st Bs: Ofw Albert Schulz EKI 53578/864 +. CC 1/8.
2nd Bs: Uffz Helmut Böhm EKI 65124/63 +. CC 1/9.

The pilot was on his second War Flight over England, while the wireless operator was on his eleventh.
It was found from interrogation that I/KG66 was operating as a pathfinder unit making use of various 
navigation aids.
The Kommandeur of I/KG66 was Major Schmidt, with Oberleutnant Pfeiffer as Staffelführer of the 1st 
Staffel, Hauptmann Schmidt as Staffelkapitän of the 2nd Staffel and Oberleutnant Bohmann as Staffelkapitän 
of the 3rd Staffel.

   24-25 February 1944    He177A-3 Wn.332222                5J+PK 2/KG100

Chequers Farm, Lamberhurst, Kent. 22.40 hrs. 

Started from Chateaudun at about 21.00 hrs to bomb London, Düppel being used. Whilst approaching the 
target at a height of about 12,000 ft the aircraft was held by searchlights and attacked by a nightfighter; 
488 Squadron Mosquito. The underside of the fuselage caught fire and the aircraft crashed at a shallow 
angle in flames. The observer, wireless operator and flight engineer baled out. It is estimated that two 
large bombs exploded on impact and the wreckage was completely destroyed.
The crew were on their second War Flight, the first having been to London on 18th February but had 
turned back before they reached the target.
ID: 214651, 67450 & 55531, AW: grey, Fl.H.Kdtr.E14/XII, 30/10/42 & green, Fl.H.Kdtr.E14/XII, 
22/9/42, FP: L 31695.
Ff: Oblt Wilhelm Hundt 214651/123 +. CC 1/5.
Bo: Uffz Wolfgang Michaelis 214652/81.
Bf: Ogefr Adolf Kreiser 67450/1565. 
Bm: Uffz Konrad Keusch 214651/89 injured.
Bs: Uffz Rolf Luce 55531/109 +. CC 1/4. 
Bs: Fw E Graf 55531/108 +. NKG.

not much remained of He177 after it hit the ground with its bomb load aboard at Lamberhurst in Kent on 24/25 February 1944.
Uffz Rolf Luce (top right) was still aboard and died in the explosion.
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  1-2 March 1944 Ju88   9/KG6

Crashed soon after take off for operations near Britigny, France. Ff: Fw Bruno Kappel, Bo: Uffz Josef 
Haupt, Bf: Uffz Eugen Mürb, Bs: Uffz Wilhelm Schemman all killed.

  1-2 March 1944 Ju88 Wn.550573  2/KG54

Failed to return from operations against London. 
Ff: Uffz Heinrich Karmann 67184/396, Bo: Fw Karl Faitzhoper 67184/403, Bf: Uffz Matthias Merten 
67184/400 and Bs: Ogefr Engelbert Huber 67184/406 all lost without trace.

  1-2 March 1944 Ju88S-1 Wn.140589            Z6+DN E Staffel I/KG66

Shot down by a 96 Squadron Mosquito during operations 20 km west of St.Omer, France. 
Ff: Ofw Rolf Stoop 2.Flak.Ers.Abt.12/85, Bo: Ofw Rudi Nuss 12/Fl.Erg.Batl/13 and Bf: Uffz Theodor 
Körner Ln/Erg.Kp.20.Lg.3/904 all killed.

   1-2 March 1944 He177 A-3 Wn.332206           5J+KK 2/KG100

Hammer Wood, three miles east of East Grinstead, Sussex. 03.15 hrs. 

Started from Chateaudun at about 01.30 hrs to attack London. About fifteen aircraft from I/KG100 
took part in this operation. From a captured map the course from Chateaudun to M/F beacon No.8 
at Cherbourg and thence to a turning point about six miles west-south-west of Watford. The run over 
London was to be made on a bearing of 116°T to a second turning point at Maidstone, and from there 
the course was straight back to Chateaudun. The target in London was north of the Thames and was 
to be marked by a cluster of red flares. 5J+KK was the second or third aircraft to take off and it was 
flying over Sussex at about 20,000 ft on its way to the target when there was a sudden loud explosion 
and the aircraft caught fire. The upper gunner thought that the explosion was an oxygen bottle having 

MARCH 
1944

1-2 MarcH
TargeT London

Although the Luftwaffe claimed that 164 bombers operated and 131 bombed London, the RAF 
estimated 70 aircraft over the UK and less than 20 over London. 34 Civilians were killed, most 
outside of London itself.

The smoking wreckage of 
He177 5J+KK in Hammer 
Wood with possibly a 
section of flap in the 
foreground.
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been hit but none of the survivors knew whether this 
was due to a night fighter or to AA fire. Orders were 
given to bale out and the observer, flight engineer and 
tail-gunner were captured more or less unhurt. The 
upper gunner was seriously injured and the pilot and 
wireless operator were killed. The aircraft came down 
in flames; it commenced to break up before it hit the 
ground and wreckage was scattered over an area of 
half a mile square. Two 1,000 kg bombs were found 
in a wood.
Markings: KK black outlined in white but one 
document and a P/W gave the markings as 5J+KK. 
Call sign TI+FQ. Under surfaces spray painted 
black, sides and upper surfaces spray painted a 
mottled grey blue.
Engines: DB 610 fitted with four bladed metal 
propellers.
Armament: four 1,000 kg bombs carried. Twin MG 
131 in dorsal turret, one MG 131 in large armoured 
shield, probably from ventral position. Ammunition 
for a 20 mm gun found.
Equipment: Communications equipment FuGe 10, 
FuGe 16, Fubl 2F, blind landing apparatus and a 

separate Peilgerat 6 DF receiver were also carried. A mounting for a FuGe 25 also found. Wiring and 
mounting for FuGe 216, the latest tail warning device were installed and the aerial arrays were built into 
the wings. The radio altimeter was a conversion from FuGe 101 to FuGe 101A.
ID: 68578, 55537, 65514 & 55530, AW: pale blue, Lechfeld, 12 February 1944, green, Fl.H.Kdtr.E14/
XII, 18/4/42 & grey, FPN.35514, 4/4/43, FP: L 31695F.
Ff: Lt Kurt Goetze 68578/92 +. CC 1/13.
Bo: Uffz Friedrich Emmerich 55537/151.
Bf: Uffz Andreas Stuckenberg 65514/12 +. CC 1/14.
Bm: Uffz Heinz Pohl 68578/189 injured.
Bs (ober): Ogefr Willi Fischer 55530/120 seriously injured. 
Bs (rückseite): Uffz Ferdinand Klari 68578/187.

Willi Fischer was found at Oak Farm, Flimwell, 15 miles from the crash site, with a foot and part of the 
other leg missing.
This was a very highly experienced crew and all of them apart from the observer held the Gold War 
Flights Clasp.
Believed to have been shot down by a 151 Squadron Mosquito.

The 1st, 2nd and 3rd Staffeln of KG100 were formed from the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Staffeln of KG 4 which had 
been training on He177s at Lechfeld for several months. In addition four to six experienced crews of 9/KG 
4 were distributed amongst the three Staffeln and were replaced by new crews.

More views of the 
wreckage of KK at 
Hammer Wood including 
the black tail fin (left).

above: ogefr Willi Fischer 
was severely injured 
when be baled out and 
lost both legs below the 
knees.  He is seen above 
right in a PoW camp later 
in the war.
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